Access-Ability, supplier of accessibility …

Winch

Compact

is

the

most

compact

electrical

wheelchair winch on the market. It has a « Soft Start & Stop » unique
feature and a remote control providing comfort and security to the wheelchair
user and assistant. Ax-s Winch compact is specifically designed to access the
vehicle easily.

The wheelchair winch assists mechanically the wheelchair user to overcome
the vehicle ramp by pulling the wheelchair at the touch of the button (remote
controls provided).

AX-S Winch Compact features:



Reliability: Simple and robust system, without unnecessary gadgets,



Compact: The most compact dimension (217 x 180 x 135) allows maximum
integration in the vehicle and facilitates the passage of the wheelchair,



All in one: Electronic, motor and all the components are together in a single set,



Aesthetic: Design plastic cover,



Simplicity: Instinctive use,



Security: Protection
overheating,



Comfort:
Soft Start & Stop for gentle acceleration and deceleration.
This function provides a feeling of comfort and safety to the wheelchair occupant,



Silence: High quality DC motor for silent running,



Two remote-controls provided. One for intensive use (1) and the other one as a
spare (2). Also provided : one spare battery and screwdriver.
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AX-S Winch Compact

Ax-s

Access-Ability, supplier of accessibility …
Dimensions :

Wiring diagram :
(fuse included)

Technical data:

Maximum load :

150 kg

Belt length :

6 meters

Guaranty:

1 year

Options :

- 3 meters belt extension, with adjustable length.
- Fixing plate bracket is available with Lateral Design WAV Kits.
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